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Abstract Typically, non-life insurance claims data is studied in claims develop-
ment triangles which display the two time axes accident years and development
years. Most stochastic claims reserving models assume independence between
different accident years. Therefore, such models fail to model claims inflation
appropriately, because claims inflation acts on all accident years simultaneously.
We introduce a Bayes chain ladder reserving model which enables us to model
claims inflation. In this model we derive analytical formulas for the posterior dis-
tribution, the claims reserves and their prediction uncertainty.
Keywords Accounting year effects modeling  Claims inflation  Bayes chain
ladder model  Multivariate dependence modeling  General insurance liabilities 
Outstanding loss liabilities  Claims reserving  Loss development
1 Introduction
Non-life insurance claims reserving is often based on data generated by a flow of
information arriving from the development of insurance claims. The observed data is
recorded in so-called claims development triangles which display the two time axes
accident years and development years. The claims entries on the same diagonals in
these claims development triangles correspond to observations in the same
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accounting years. Most stochastic claims reserving models assume independence
between different accident years (along the accident year axis). However, claims
registered in the same accounting year may be subject to accounting year effects such
as claims inflation (see e.g. Venter [16] and Clark [2]) or other external factors.
Consequently, accounting year effects influence all accident years simultaneously
which implies dependence between different accident years. Therefore, the common
assumption that accident years behave independently is often violated in practice and
models making that assumption are miss-specified when accounting year effects
exist. This and the fact that claims inflation is a main risk driver in claims reserving
give rise to investigate claims reserving models that allow for the modeling of
accounting year effects. More precisely, we aim to model changing effects and trends
along accounting years. On the contrary, as discussed in Kuang et al. [11], modeling
persistent constant trends can be tackled by standard chain ladder (CL) type models.
In the existing actuarial literature accounting year effects modeling is studied
only sparsely. A recent paper by Wu¨thrich [17] studies an extension of the gamma-
gamma Bayes CL model that allows for Bayesian inference on accounting year
effects. Moreover, we also refer to that paper for a summary on the existing
actuarial literature on accounting year effects and claims inflation modeling.
Within this context we further refer to de Jong [7], Jessen and Rietdorf [6] and a
recent series of papers by Kuang et al. [9, 10] and [11] who study an extended
CL-type model based on accident year, development year and accounting year
parameters. The latter describes parameter estimation within a maximum likelihood
framework and then discusses the identification problem when having a cross-
classified model.
In this paper we define a multivariate Bayes CL model that allows for the
modeling of dependence along accounting years. In contrast to the existing literature
we are able to derive closed form solutions for the posterior distribution, the claims
reserves and the corresponding prediction uncertainty. The closed form solutions
enable us to study sensitivities of claims reserves and the corresponding prediction
uncertainty as a function of a correlation parameter within accounting years. A case
study shows that modeling accounting year dependence in runoff triangles reduces
diversification effects between accident years which substantially contributes to the
prediction uncertainty.
Organization of the paper. In Sect. 2 we define the multivariate Bayes CL model.
In Sect. 3 we calculate unconditional and posterior distributions. The ultimate claim
prediction and the corresponding conditional mean square error of prediction
(MSEP) are calculated in Sect. 4. Section 5 presents a case study where the results
are evaluated by the means of a real data example. Finally, we conclude in Sect. 6.
Proofs are provided in the appendix.
2 Model assumptions
We denote cumulative claims by Ci;j, where i 2 f1; . . .; Ig corresponds to the
accident year and j 2 f0; . . .; Jg to the development year. We assume that I  J þ 1
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and that all claims are settled after development year J, then Ci;J denotes the total
ultimate claim of accident year i. For k 1 the period k  1; kð  denotes accounting
year k. The cumulative claims Ci;j with i þ j ¼ k are all observed at the end of the
same accounting year k. At time I, i.e. at the end of accounting year I, we have
information (observations) in the upper left triangle/trapezoid
DI ¼ fCi;j; i þ j I; i ¼ 1; . . .; I; j ¼ 0; . . .; Jg;
and we aim to predict the lower right triangle
DcI ¼ fCi;j; i þ j [ I; i ¼ 1; . . .; I; j ¼ 0; . . .; Jg;
i.e. the inexperienced part of the claims development at time I, see Fig. 1 which
shows a so-called runoff triangle.
Accounting year effects influence the diagonals of the runoff triangle, see Fig. 1.
Therefore, we stack all cumulative claims Ci;j that belong to the same accounting
year into one vector. For k ¼ 1; . . .; I þ J we define the diagonal vectors cðkÞ by
cðkÞ ¼ ðCk^I;ðkIÞ_0; . . .; CðkJÞ_1;ðk1Þ^JÞ0 2 Rq; ð2:1Þ
where q ¼ qðkÞ ¼ minfk; ðJ þ 1Þ; ðI þ J þ 1  kÞg 2 f1; . . .; J þ 1g and x ^ y ¼
minfx; yg, and x _ y ¼ maxfx; yg. The elements of these diagonal vectors are all
subject to the same diagonal effects. In Fig. 1 we highlight cðIÞ, which is the last
observed diagonal at time I. Note that the diagonal vectors cðkÞ are of different
length for different accounting years k. For increasing k and k I their length
increases, having maximal length for k ¼ I and afterwards decreases for k [ I. We
use (2.1) as a generic definition for diagonal vectors, see also (2.3) below.
Similar as in Hertig’s model, see Hertig [5] and de Jong [7], we define individual
incremental log-link ratios ni;j by
ni;j ¼ log Ci;j=Ci;j1  1
 
;
Fig. 1 Runoff triangle, the lower right triangle has to be predicted (taking possible dependencies along
accounting years into account)
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for j 0 with Ci;1  1. Hence, subsequent cumulative claims in accident year i are
linked by the following relation
Ci;j ¼ Ci;j1ðexpfni;jg þ 1Þ: ð2:2Þ
In analogy to the cumulative claims cðkÞ of accounting year k we consider the
vectors
nðkÞ ¼ ðnk^I;ðkIÞ_0; . . .; nðkJÞ_1;ðk1Þ^JÞ0 2 Rq: ð2:3Þ
As a modification of Hertig’s model we define the following multivariate Bayes CL
model that allows one to model dependencies between the elements of the random
vectors nðkÞ. A similar approach is presented in de Jong [7] where Hertig’s model is
extended to model accident year, development year or accounting year correlation
on the basis of time series models.
Model 1 [Bayes CL model with accounting year correlation] Let q 2 ½0; 1Þ and
r ¼ ðr0; . . .; rJÞ0, with rj [ 0 for all j 2 f0; . . .; Jg, be fixed parameters. Then
• conditionally, given l ¼ ðl0; . . .; lJÞ0 2 RJþ1, we assume that nð1Þ; . . .; nðIþJÞ
are independent and multivariate normally distributed with
nðkÞ

l
N lðkÞ;Rk
 
;
where the mean vector lðkÞ is given by
lðkÞ ¼ lðkIÞ_0; . . .; lðk1Þ^J
 0
2 Rq;
and the covariance matrix Rk is given by
Rk ¼

rmrn 1fm¼ng þ q1fm 6¼ng
 

m;n¼ðkIÞ_0;...;ðk1Þ^J
2 Rq	q:
• l is multivariate normally distributed having prior mean vector / ¼ ð/0; . . .;
/JÞ0 2 RJþ1 and positive definite prior covariance matrix T 2 RðJþ1Þ	ðJþ1Þ.
Remark 1
– Model 1 is a so-called Bayes CL model. It provides a mathematically consistent
framework to incorporate prior expert knowledge and observed data into the model.
Moreover, it accounts for the parameter uncertainty of l in a canonical way.
– The parameters rj and q are chosen to be fixed constants. Full Bayes models,
also modeling rj and q stochastically, are no feasible alternative since we would
like to have closed form solutions for unconditional and posterior densities, as
provided in Sect. 3. However, more complex models can be evaluated using
Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) simulation methods, but then the study of
sensitivities in q becomes more involved. The same remark holds true if we
replace the distributional assumptions in Model 1 by other distributions.
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– From Eq. (2.2) we see that the term ðexpfni;jg þ 1Þ plays the role of the
individual link factor in the CL context. That is, expfni;jg corresponds to the
incremental share of the individual link ratio. Therefore, Model 1 accounts for
the fact that accounting year effects only affect future payments if Ci;j denote
cumulative payments, see also Wu¨thrich [17]. Moreover, this implies that for
Model 1 to be fulfilled incremental claims have to be non-negative,
i.e. Ci;jþ1  Ci;j  0.
– As a special property of the multivariate normal distribution we
highlight that zero correlation implies independence. Therefore, Model
1 with q ¼ 0 provides the case where accident years behave conditionally
independently, which corresponds to Hertig’s log-normal model, (see Hertig
[5]). We use the independent case as the benchmark model. In fact, in Model
1 we choose notation nðkÞ to highlight the nature of dependencies along
diagonals. For q ¼ 0 one should rather use the classical display as used in
Hertig [5].
– Our aim is to study sensitivities of claims reserves and the corresponding
prediction uncertainty as a function of the accounting year correlation parameter
q 2 ½0; 1Þ.
– One could aim to replace the multivariate normal assumption in Model 1 by an
elliptical model. However, this model will in general not allow for closed form
solutions, see Section 3.3.3 in McNeil et al. [13]. Other interesting extensions
are so-called hierarchical generalized linear models (which also need to be
solved numerically), see Gigante et al. [4].
3 Unconditional and posterior distributions
To keep notation simple we first give the following preliminary definitions.
We define the projection Pk that maps l onto l
ðkÞ. That is, we define Pk:RJþ1 !
R
q by l 7! Pkl ¼ lðkÞ. Since Pk is a linear transformation we identify Pk with the
corresponding (q 9 (J ? 1))-matrix. Model 1 then implies that
nðkÞ

l
NðPkl;RkÞ;
for all k ¼ 1; . . .; I þ J. Moreover, we define the concatenated vector
n ¼ ðnð1Þ0; . . .; nðIþJÞ0Þ0 2 RIðJþ1Þ. The conditional independence of the vectors nðkÞ,
given l, and the distributional assumptions of Model 1 allow one to derive the
unconditional distribution of the vector n. That is, instead of conditioning on l, we
state the unconditional distribution of n directly as a function of the model
parameters r, /, T and q.
Via the moment generating function of n we determine the unconditional
distribution of n which is provided in the following theorem.
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Theorem 2 Under the assumptions of Model 1, the unconditional distribution of
n is multivariate normal Nðu;  Þ with mean and covariance matrix given by
u ¼ ððP1/Þ0; . . .; ðPIþJ/Þ0Þ0 2 RIðJþ1Þ; and
 ¼
 1;1     1;ðIþJÞ
..
. ..
.
 ðIþJÞ;1     ðIþJÞ;ðIþJÞ
0
BB@
1
CCA 2 RIðJþ1Þ	IðJþ1Þ;
with  k;l ¼ PkTP0l þ Rk1fk¼lg 2 RqðkÞ	qðlÞ, i.e.  k;l corresponds to the covariance
matrix of the vectors nðkÞ and nðlÞ for k; l ¼ 1; . . .; I þ J.
Assume that we have observations DI , i.e. we have observed the incremental log-
link ratios of the upper left trapezoid given by nDI ¼ ðnð1Þ
0
; . . .; nðIÞ
0Þ0 2 Rd, with
d ¼PIk¼1 qðkÞ. The unobserved incremental log-link ratios of the lower right
triangle DcI are given by nDcI ¼ ðn
ðIþ1Þ0; . . .; nðIþJÞ
0Þ0 2 Rc, with c ¼ IðJ þ 1Þ  d.
Consequently, we would like to derive the distribution of nDcI , given nDI , i.e. we
would like to do Bayesian inference on nDcI , given nDI .
Given DI , the vectors nDI and nDcI split the vector n ¼ ðn
0
DI ; n
0
DcI Þ
0
into an
observed and an unobserved part. Accordingly, we split the covariance matrix  of
Theorem 2 into
DI ¼ ðm;nÞm;n¼1;...;I 2 Rd	d;
DcI ¼ ðm;nÞm;n¼Iþ1;...;IþJ 2 Rc	c and
 0DcI ;DI ¼ DI ;DcI ¼ ðm;nÞm¼1;...;I; n¼Iþ1;...;IþJ 2 R
d	c;
which implies the representation
Moreover, we define the corresponding means
uDI ¼ P1/ð Þ0; . . .; PI/ð Þ0
 02 Rd; and
uDcI ¼ PIþ1/ð Þ
0; . . .; PIþJ/ð Þ0
 02 Rc:
The following corollary is a direct consequence of standard multivariate normal
analysis, see for instance Result 4.6 in Johnson and Wichern [8].
Corollary 1 Under the assumptions of Model 1 we have
nDcI

nDI
N upost;  postð Þ;
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with the first two conditional moments given by
upost ¼ uDcI þ DcI ;DI 
1
DI nDI  uDI
 
; and
 post ¼ DcI  DcI ;DI 1DI DI ;DcI :
Remark.
– The posterior covariance matrix  post is the so-called Schur complement of DI
in the covariance matrix  .
– Corollary 1 allows one to calculate the conditional expectation of the ultimate
claim and the corresponding conditional MSEP in closed form which is
presented in Sect. 4. This is a major advantage compared to the model studied in
Wu¨thrich [17].
– From Corollary 1 we can directly simulate the ultimate claim Ci;J , given DI , by
simple Monte Carlo (MC) simulation techniques. From this predictive
distribution we can calculate any other risk measure such as, for instance, the
Value-at-Risk or the expected shortfall.
4 Ultimate claim prediction and prediction uncertainty
In this section we study the prediction of the ultimate claim and the uncertainty
thereof. We start with some preliminary definitions and results. For single accident
years i we define the ultimate claim predictor by bCi;J ¼ E Ci;J
DI
	 

and for
aggregated accident years we define
bCJ ¼ E
XI
i¼IJþ1
Ci;J

DI
" #
¼
XI
i¼IJþ1
bCi;J : ð4:1Þ
According to Eq. (2.2) we can write Ci;J for i [ I  J as follows
Ci;J ¼ Ci;Ii
YJ
j¼Iiþ1
exp ni;j
 þ 1 ; ð4:2Þ
where Ci;Ii is observed at time I.
In a next step we express formula (4.2) in terms of nDcI . For i [ I  J we define
the projection Ai : R
c ! RJðIiÞ by nDcI 7!AinDcI ¼ ðni;Iiþ1; . . .; ni;JÞ
0
. That is, Ai
projects nDcI onto the vector with the components corresponding only to accident
year i in the lower right triangle DcI . Since Ai is a linear transformation we identify
Ai with a ððJ  ðI  iÞÞ 	 cÞ-matrix.
Furthermore, we define ~ei;s for s 2 f1; . . .; 2JðIiÞg to be all different binary
sequences of length J  ðI  iÞ written as vectors, i.e.
~ei;s 2 fðx1; . . .; xJðIiÞÞ0j xv 2 f0; 1g; 8v ¼ 1; . . .; J  ðI  iÞg:
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By setting ei;s ¼ ð~e0i;sAiÞ0 2 Rc, formula (4.2) can be rewritten as follows
Ci;J ¼ Ci;Ii
YJ
j¼Iiþ1
exp ni;j
 þ 1  ¼ Ci;Ii
X2JðIiÞ
s¼1
expfe0i;snDcI g: ð4:3Þ
Formula (4.3) together with Corollary 1 allow one to derive a closed form solution
for the ultimate claim predictor, given DI , which is provided in the following
theorem.
Theorem 3 For i [ I  J and under the assumptions of Model 1 we obtain for the
ultimate claim predictor bCi;J
bCi;J ¼ Ci;Ii
X2JðIiÞ
s¼1
exp e0i;su
post þ 1
2
e0i;s
postei;s
 
;
where upost and  post are given by Corollary 1.
The linearity of conditional expectations and Theorem 3 provide the ultimate
claim prediction for aggregated accident years.
To quantify the prediction uncertainty we consider the conditional MSEP,
e.g. defined in Wu¨thrich and Merz [19, Chapter 3]. The conditional MSEP, given
DI , of the predictor bCJ for the total ultimate claim is defined by
msep PI
i¼IJþ1
Ci;J jDI
bCJ
 
¼ E bCJ 
XI
i¼IJþ1
Ci;J
 !2
DI
2
4
3
5:
Due to the definition of bCJ , see (4.1), we obtain
msep PI
i¼IJþ1
Ci;J jDI
bCJ
 
¼ Var
XI
i¼IJþ1
Ci;J

DI
 !
¼
X
IJ\i;l I
Cov Ci;J ; Cl;J
DI
 
:
ð4:4Þ
The conditional covariance terms in (4.4) can be calculated analytically and
therefore the conditional MSEP attains a closed form provided in the following
theorem.
Theorem 4 Under the assumptions of Model 1 we obtain for the conditional
MSEP
msepPI
i¼IJþ1 Ci;J jDI
bCJ
 
¼
X
IJ\i;l I
bCi;J bCl;J
X2JðIiÞ
s¼1
X2JðIlÞ
u¼1
xposti;s x
post
l;u exp e
0
i;s
postel;u
n o
 1
 
;
where bCm;J is given by Theorem 3 and
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xpostm;n ¼
bpostm;n
P2JðImÞ
v¼1 b
post
m;v
2 ð0; 1Þ; and
bpostm;n ¼ exp e0m;nupost þ
1
2
e0m;n
postem;n
 
;
for n 2 f1; . . .; 2JðImÞg and m 2 fI  J; . . .; Ig.
Remark. Theorem 4 provides the interpretation that the conditional MSEP can be
obtained as a volume weighted average of the covariance factors expfe0i;s postel;ug  1
for log-normal distributions.
Theorem 4 allows one to derive simple upper bounds for the coefficient of variation
of the ultimate claim defined by
VcoCJjDIð Þ ¼
Var
PI
i¼IJþ1 Ci;J
DI
 1=2
E
PI
i¼IJþ1 Ci;J
DI
	 
 ¼
msepPI
i¼IJþ1 Ci;JjDI
bCJ
  1=2
bCJ
:
We set vmaxi;l ¼ maxs;u exp e0i;s postel;u
n o
which is strictly greater than 1, since  post is
positive definite and vmax ¼ maxi;l vmaxi;l . The following corollary provides a simple
upper bound for Vco CJ jDIð Þ.
Corollary 2 Under the assumptions of Model 1 we have
Vco CJ jDIð Þ
P
IJ\i;l I bCi;J bCl;Jðvmaxi;l  1Þ
h i1=2
bCJ
ðvmax  1Þ1=2:
5 Case study
We revisit the data set for cumulative claims payments studied in Wu¨thrich
et al. [18]. The data is provided in Table 5.1 of Wu¨thrich et al. [18] and fulfills the
necessary condition of Model 1 that Ci;jþ1  Ci;j  0. In this case study we choose
the prior covariance matrix in Model 1 to be T ¼ diagðt0; . . .; tJÞ. Then, our Model 1
for q ¼ 0 (benchmark case) corresponds to the Bayes CL model studied in Wu¨thrich
et al. [18]. Therefore, we choose the parameters /j, tj and rj for j ¼ 1; . . .; J in
Model 1 to be equal to the ones given in Table 5.1 of Wu¨thrich et al. [18]. In
addition to Wu¨thrich et al. [18], we also need to specify the priors for j ¼ 0, here.
We choose for these factors vague prior parameters /0 ¼ 9:5 and t0 ¼ 1000 and
r0 ¼ 0:1 which corresponds to the rounded value of the sample standard deviation
of the ni;0.
We define the total claims reserves by the conditional expectation of outstanding
loss liabilities, i.e.
bR ¼ bRðqÞ ¼ E
XI
i¼IJþ1
Ci;J  Ci;Ii
 

DI
" #
¼
XI
i¼IJþ1
bCi;J  Ci;Ii
 
:
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Note that payments Ci;Ii are observable at time I, i.e. DI-measurable. For the
reserves in Model 1 in the case where accident years i are assumed to behave
conditionally independent, i.e. q ¼ 0, we obtain bRðq ¼ 0Þ ¼ 240672 (benchmark).
These reserves correspond to the reserves calculated in Table 5.2 of Wu¨thrich
et al. [18]. Moreover, they are close to the classical CL reserves bRCL ¼ 240135
calculated according to Mack [14].
The main purpose of this paper is to study the sensitivities of the claims reserves
and the corresponding prediction uncertainty as a function of the accounting year
correlation parameter q in Model 1. Table 1 and Fig. 2 show the reserves bRðqÞ in
Model 1 for increasing levels of q 2 ½0; 1Þ. We observe that for this data set the
reserves are almost constant in q which says that the prediction (first moment) is
only marginally affected by the correlation assumption (through Bayesian parameter
estimation). Furthermore, Table 1 provides the square root of the conditional MSEP
of the outstanding loss liabilities given by Theorem 4 and denoted by msep1=2. For
large claims development triangles (i.e. J large) it is simpler to directly evaluate
Corollary 2.2 with MC simulation. This has also the advantage that we obtain the
full predictive distribution of the outstanding loss liabilities, see Fig. 3 below.
To study the effect of accounting year correlation on the prediction uncertainty
we consider msep1=2 of Model 1 for q ¼ 0 as the benchmark case in comparison
with choices q [ 0. We observe a significant increase in the prediction uncertainty
for increasing q. For instance, we observe an increase of more than 15 % of the
msep1=2 by increasing q from 0 to 0:10 and an increase of more than 31 % by
increasing q from 0 to 0:20. In terms of the relative uncertainty we observe an
increase from 15.8 to 20.9 % for increasing q from 0 to 0:20. The main reason for
this is the fact that positive accounting year correlation reduces diversification
benefits between accident years. We observe that while the effect on the reserves is
claims reserves with confidence intervals
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Fig. 2 Claims reserves with confidence intervals of one standard deviation measured by the square root
of the conditional MSEP, msep1=2, see Table 1, and coefficient of variation (scale on the right axis) as a
function of the accounting year correlation parameter q 2 ½0; 1Þ
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moderate accounting year correlation significantly contributes to the prediction
uncertainty, even at low levels of positive accounting year correlation. Conse-
quently, this implies that models assuming independence between different accident
years typically underestimate the prediction uncertainty.
In practice, one often evaluates models assuming that accident years behave
independently in a first step and performs ad-hoc adjustment to account for
dependencies between different accident years afterwards. In particular, we rewrite
the conditional MSEP of the total ultimate claim predictor bCJ as follows
msepPI
i¼IJþ1 Ci;J jDI
bCJ
 
¼
XI
i¼IJþ1
msepCi;J jDI bCi;J
 
þ
X
IJþ1 i6¼l I
msepCi;JjDI bCi;J
 1=2
msepCl;JjDI bCl;J
 1=2
CorrCi;J;Cl;J
DI
 
¼
XI
i¼IJþ1
msepCi;J jDI bCi;J
 
þ wðqÞ
X
IJþ1 i 6¼l I
msepCi;J jDI bCi;J
 1=2
msepCl;J jDI bCl;J
 1=2
;
where in the last step we substitute all the different correlation terms by the
‘‘average’’ implied correlation factor wðqÞ. Then we calculate and plug in all
conditional MSEP of the ultimate claim for single accident years i w.r.t. Model 1
for q ¼ 0. These are considered fixed for all subsequent calculations. Then by
plugging in the different values for the conditional MSEP of the aggregated
ultimate claim from Table 1, i.e. for different levels of q and solving the equa-
tions for wðqÞ, we can calculate the average implied correlation factors listed in
Table 2.
Note that the average implied correlation factor wðq ¼ 0Þ is greater than 0 which
is due to the fact that despite there is no correlation along accounting years for given
parameters we have correlation through joint parameter uncertainty.
Table 1 Total claims reserves
and the msep1=2 for different
levels of q 2 ½0; 0:90
q Claims reserves msep1=2 msep1=2/claims
reserves (%)
0.00 240672 30888 15.8
0.10 240567 40490 18.3
0.20 240546 50125 20.9
0.30 240547 50718 23.3
0.40 240560 60393 26.0
0.50 240582 70062 28.7
0.60 240617 70773 31.6
0.70 240678 80551 34.7
0.80 240794 90384 37.9
0.90 250058 100458 41.7
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To measure the prediction uncertainty by other risk measures than the conditional
MSEP we can apply MC simulations to get the full predictive distributions of the
outstanding loss liabilities for Model 1. Figure 3 illustrates empirical densities for
q ¼ 0:0; 0:4 and 0:9. We observe that densities become more widespread for
increasing q. In addition, we see that the distributions are skewed to the right and
become more skewed for increasing q. In summary, the distribution of the
outstanding loss liabilities becomes much more dangerous for increasing q. This
implies that accounting year effects modeling substantially contributes to the
prediction uncertainty leading to higher capital requirements for general insurance
companies in a solvency perspective.
6 Limitations and possible extensions
Bayes models rely on distributional model assumptions and any further model
analysis depends on this initial choice. For the multivariate Bayes CL model
provided in this paper we can derive a simple parametric form for the posterior
distribution of nDcI , given DI . This allows one to derive relevant quantities,
e.g. the total claims reserves and the corresponding conditional MSEP in closed
form which allows for a study of parameter sensitivities. Moreover, by simple MC
Table 2 Average implied correlation factors for different levels of q 2 ½0; 0:90
q 0.00 0.10 0.20 0.30 0.40 0.50 0.60 0.70 0.80 0.90
wðqÞ 0.004 0.039 0.081 0.125 0.182 0.244 0.316 0.404 0.506 0.653
empirical density plots for different levels of ρ
outstanding loss liabilities
de
ns
ity
5'000 15'000 25'000 35'000 45'000 55'000 65'000 75'000
 ρ=0.00
 ρ=0.40
 ρ=0.90
Fig. 3 Empirical densities for the outstanding loss liabilities for different levels of q
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simulation we get the full predictive distribution of the outstanding loss liabilities
which allows one to analyze any other risk measure. However, in practice it might
be desirable to study models that go beyond joint log-Gaussianity for the ratios
Ci;j=Ci;j1. Bayes models with different distributional assumptions or more
complex Bayes models can only be evaluated by MCMC simulation techniques,
as long as we have explicit expressions for the densities. To study more general
models one could further consider hierarchical generalized linear models, see
e.g. Lee et al. [12] and Gigante et al. [4] (see also Remarks 1) or approaches from
classical linear credibility theory, see Bu¨hlmann and Gisler [1].
The correlation parameter q was not calibrated from data. Our aim was to study
the sensitivities of the claims reserving analysis in this correlation parameter.
Calibration of q however is a difficult task. A pure data analysis does not always
lead to reasonable parameters therefore, in practice, q is either specified by experts
or additional model structure with additional economic indicators is used, see for
instance Shi et al. [15] and Donnelly and Wu¨thrich [3].
We have assumed the same constant correlation parameter q for all accounting
years. This assumption can easily be relaxed and the main results still hold true,
because the specific choice of the correlation structure is irrelevant in the proof of
Theorem 2.
7 Conclusion
We introduce a multivariate Bayes CL ladder model that allows for the modeling of
dependence along accounting years. The main purpose of the paper is to study
sensitivities of the claims reserves and the corresponding prediction uncertainty as a
function of the accounting year correlation parameter. This allows one to study the
impact of the stringent model assumption that accident years behave independently
which is common to most reserving methods. The case study shows that the
prediction uncertainty significantly increases for increasing levels of correlation
within accounting years. In fact, modeling positive correlation along accounting
years in runoff triangles reduces diversification benefits between accident years
substantially. Consequently, this implies that models assuming indepen-
dence between different accident years typically underestimate the prediction
uncertainty.
A. Appendix
Proof of Theorem 2 For the proof of Theorem 2 we consider the moment
generating function of n. To do so, we choose a ¼ að1Þ0; . . .; aðIþJÞ0
 0
2 RIðJþ1Þ with
aðkÞ 2 Rq for all k ¼ 1; . . .; I þ J. Then we obtain for the moment generating
function of n (using the conditional independence of the nðkÞ in the fourth equation)
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0
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0
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( )
¼ exp a0uþ 1
2
a0a
 
;
where u and  are defined in Theorem 2. Therefore, the unconditional distribution of
n is multivariate normal with parameters u and  . This completes the proof. h
Proof of Theorem 3 Formula (4.3) and Corollary 1 imply that
bCi;J ¼ E Ci;J
nDI
	 
 ¼ Ci;Ii
X2JðIiÞ
s¼1
E exp e0i;snDcI
n onDI
h i
¼ Ci;Ii
X2JðIiÞ
s¼1
exp e0i;su
post þ 1
2
e0i;s
postei;s
 
;
where the last equation is a direct consequence of log-normal distributions. h
Proof of Theorem 4 By applying Corollary 1 and using the notation introduced in
Theorem 3 we obtain for the covariance terms in formula (4.4)
CovCi;J;Cl;J
DI
  ¼ Ci;IiCl;Il
X2JðIiÞ
s¼1
X2JðIlÞ
u¼1
Cov exp e0i;snDcI
n o
; exp e0l;unDcI
n onDI
 
¼ Ci;IiCl;Il
X2JðIiÞ
s¼1
X2JðIlÞ
u¼1
exp e0i;su
post þ 1
2
e0i;s
postei;s
 
	 exp e0l;uupost þ
1
2
e0l;u
postel;u
 
exp e0i;s
postel;u
n o
 1
 
:
By substituting bpostm;n ¼ exp e0m;nupost þ 12 e0m;n postem;n
n o
we obtain for the condi-
tional MSEP
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XIJ\i;lI
Ci;IiCl;Il
X2JðIiÞ
s¼1
X2JðIlÞ
u¼1
bposti;s b
post
l;u exp e
0
i;s
postel;u
n o
1
 
¼
X
IJ\i;lI
bCi;J bCl;J
X2JðIiÞ
s¼1
X2JðIlÞ
u¼1
bposti;s
P2JðIiÞ
v¼1 b
post
i;v
bpostl;u
P2JðIlÞ
w¼1 b
post
l;w
exp e0i;s
postel;u
n o
1
 
:
In the last equation we multiply and divide each term Cm;Im by
P2JðImÞ
n¼1 b
post
m;n and
set, see Theorem 3,
bCm;J ¼ Cm;Im
X2JðImÞ
n¼1
bpostm;n :
Substituting xpostm;n as defined in Theorem 4 provides the claim. h
Proof of Corollary 2 For the coefficient of variation of the ultimate claim we
obtain
Vco CJ jDIð Þ
¼
P
IJ\i;l I bCi;J bCl;J
P2JðIiÞ
s¼1
P2JðIlÞ
u¼1 x
post
i;s x
post
l;u exp e
0
i;s
postel;u
n o
1
 h i1=2
P
IJ\i I bCi;J

P
IJ\i;l I bCi;J bCl;J
P2JðIiÞ
s¼1
P2JðIlÞ
u¼1 x
post
i;s x
post
l;u v
max
i;l 1
 h i1=2
P
IJ\i I bCi;J
¼
P
IJ\i;l I bCi;J bCl;J v
max
i;l 1
 h i1=2
bCJ
:
The last step follows because
P2JðImÞ
n¼1 x
post
m;n ¼1. The second upper bound for
VcoCJjDIð Þ follows directly from
Vco CJ jDIð Þ
P
IJ\i;l I bCi;J bCl;J v
max
i;l 1
 h i1=2
bCJ
ðvmax  1Þ1=2:
h
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